
 

Economics I

G.C.E. (A.L.) Support Seminar- 2016 

Two hours

Instructions :

∗	 Answer all the questions. 

∗	 In each of the questions 1 to 50, pick one of the alternatives from (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), which is correct 

or most appropriate and mark your response.

1. Which of the following is the normative economic statement ? 

			 ^1&	 Increase in VAT rates by the government accelerates inflation.

	 ^2&	 Decrease in the external value of the Rupee affects the prices of imports to rise.	

	 ^3&	 Increase in salaries to government sector employees causes the Gross Domestic Product to increase.				

	 ^4&	 Minimization of subsidy expenses is unfavourable to the poor.

	 ^5&	 Increase in money supply generates a decrease in interest rates.

2.	 A “free good” is best defined as,  

				^1&	 A product that a consumer receives free of charge.

	 ^2&	 A product given by the nature.	

	 ^3&	 A product that can be obtained with a zero opportunity cost.		

	 ^4&	 A product which was provided free by the government.

	 ^5&	 A product that generates a negative utility in consumption.

3.  In which of the situations, the opportunity cost be zero ?	

				^1&	 When an electricity generating machines is used to generate electricity				

	 ^2&	 When a clove cultivation is replaced with tea.			

	 ^3&	 When the government pays pension to the retired government employees.				

	 ^4&	 When a student chooses a certain subject stream.	

	 	 ^5&	 When paddy is cultivated with irrigated tank water.

4.  When there is an economic recession,

^1&	 The production possibilities frontier shifts to the left. Only aggregate demand decreases.

^2&	 The production possibilities frontier shifts to the left. Aggregate demand remains unchanged.	

^3&	 There is a movement towards a point in side the production possibilities frontier. Only aggregate supply 

decreases.		

^4&	 The production possibilities frontier shifts to the left. Both aggregate demand and aggregate supply 

decrease.

^5&	 There is a movement towards a point in side the production possibilities frontier. Both aggregate demand 

and aggregate supply decrease.

5.		In a typical economy, within the range of the expansion from a point inside of a production possibilities frontier 

towards a point on it,

				^1&	 That economy has attained the growth targets.	

	 ^2&	 The economy has expanded its production capacity.

	 ^3&	 The potential output has been increased by developing the technology.				

	 ^4&	 Output has been increased by utilizing unemployed resources of the economy.		

	 ^5&	 The full employment level of output has increased on account of the increase in labour force. 
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 6.  The most salient feature of a mixed economic system is,

				^1&	 The wide intervention by the government to economic activities.

	 ^2&	 The private sector operating with self-interest.		

	 ^3&	 Making of economic decisions by a central plan.		

	 ^4&	 The intervention of the government to ensure equality.

	 ^5&	 The private sector playing a dominant role.

7. The demand equation of a certain product changes from Qd=400-5P to Qd=500-5P. Which of the following 

factors would cause this change ?

^1&		Decrease in customer taste.	

^2&		Decrease in the prices of substitutes.

^3&		Decrease in the prices of complements.	

^4&		Decrease in the price of the product in consideration.

^5&		Increase in the prices of complements.	

8. The quantity demanded of rice decreases as the price of rice increases, because of the consumers’,

	 ^1&		Real income decreases and the increase in relative price.

^2&		Real income increases and the increase in relative price.

^3&		Real income decreases and the decrease in relative price.

^4&		Real income increases and the decrease in relative price.

^5&		Real income remains constant and the decrease in relative price.

9. The equilibrium price and quantity of a certain product were respectively Rs.20 and 400 units. If the slope of 

the demand curve (ΔP/ΔQ) changes from -0.1 to -0.2, which of the following is correct in showing the price 

elasticity of demand at the previous equilibrium price ?

	 ^1&		Changes from -0.5 to -1.	

	 ^2&		Changes from -0.5 to -0.25.	

	 ^3&		Changes from -2 to -4.

	 ^4&		Changes from -4 to -2.	

	 ^5&		Changes from -0.005 to -0.01.

10. With which of the following answer do you agree regarding the mid-point of a downward sloping demand 

 curve ?

			

Elasticity coefficient Total revenue of the business

^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

Unitary
Unitary

Zero
Less than one

Greater than one

increasess
maximizes
decreases
decreases
increasess
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 11. The following is the supply curve of a certain product.	

	 	 	

price (Rs)  

Quantity

S

0
				Which of the following is correct in explaining the nature of the change in the elasticity coefficient and the 

reason for that change as for the movement along the curve from the left to the right ?

    

The change in the elasticity coefficient The reason for the change in elasticity

^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

The value which exceeds one gradually decreases
The value which falls below one gradually 
increases

The value which falls below one gradually 
decreases
The value which exceeds one gradually decreases
The value which exceeds one gradually increases

Decrease in the reciprocal of the slope of the supply 
curve 
Decrease in the reciprocal of the slope of the supply 
curve 
Decrease in the ratio of price to quantity supplied 

Decrease in the ratio of price to quantity supplied
Increase in the ratio of price to quantity supplied

12. A certain product has an ordinary demand and ordinary supply and a Rs.10 unit tax was imposed on this. Which 

of the following can be expected after the tax ?	

	 ^1&		Decrease in consumer surplus and producer surplus.	

	 ^2&		Increase in consumer surplus and social welfare

	 ^3&		Decrease in buyers’ price and the producers’ price. 

 ^4&		Increase in social welfare and producer surplus.

^5&		Increase in buyers’ price and the producers’ price.

13. The demand equation for a certain product is Qd = 800- 10P and the supply equation is Qs = -100 + 1P. The 

government agreed to set a guaranteed price of Rs.60 and to implement a deficiency payment system. Which of 

the following is correct on the government expenditure on the deficiency payment system and the increase in 

business total revenue ?

			

Government expenditure on the deficiency payment system	 Increase in business total revenue

^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

4 500
10 500
15 000
15 000
30 000

2 250
14 250 
7 500 
14 250
30 000
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 14. When the government provides a unit subsidy for a product, the producers’ revenue was not changed, but the 

consumer surplus was increased by the amount of the subsidy. Which one accurately shows the price elasticity 

of demand and price elasticity of supply for this product ?
	

			

price elasticity of demand price elasticity of supply 
^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

Perfectly elastic 
Perfectly elastic 
Unitary elastic 

Perfectly inelastic 
Inelastic 

Elastic
Perfectly inelastic
Perfectly inelastic 
Perfectly elastic

Elastic

15. The demand equation for a certain product is Qd=200-4P. The constant supply of the product is 100 units. If the 

government decides the maximum price of this product is Rs.20, what would be the shortage of product and the 

change in consumer surplus ?

	

					

Shortage of products Change in consumer surplus  
^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

20 

20 

80 

80 

100 

500

550

500 

550

1 000

16. Select the correct answer regarding the short run production process.

	 ^1&	 When marginal returns diminish, average returns diminish more than that rate.	

	 ^2&	 The slope of the average product curves shows the marginal product.	

	 ^3&	 When average product reaches the maximum, marginal product reaches zero.			

	 ^4&	 Average product diminishes at a lower rate than the decrease in the marginal product.

	 ^5&	 At all variable input, marginal product exceeds the average product.

17. The following are some of the costs of a certain production process.

 A -	Fuel expenses	 B -		Normal profits

	 C -		Opportunity cost of the owner’s labour			 D -  Cost of contractual labour

	 Which of the following is correct in showing the correct classification of the direct cost and indirect cost of the 

firm ?

 	

	

			

Direct cost  Indirect cost

^1& A, B C, D

^2& A , C B, D

^3& A, D B, C

^4& B, D A, C

^5& B, C A, D
	

18. Which of the following has arranged the Sri Lankan examples respectively for perfect competition, monopoly, 

monopolistic competition and oligopoly market structures ?

	 ^1&	 Newspaper companies, salons, paddy cultivation, fuel companies	

	 ^2&	 Paddy cultivation, railways, salons, insurance companies			

	 ^3&	 Retail shops, gas companies, salons, Newspaper companies			

	 ^4&	 Paddy cultivators, gas companies, salons, restaurants

	 ^5&	 Restaurants, railways, paddy cultivators, commercial banks

- 4 -
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 19. A perfectly competitive firm makes only normal profits in the long run because in the model of perfect 

competition,

^1&	 There is a price taking firm behavior.	

^2&	 Homogeneous products are produced.	

^3&	 There is a free entry and exit.			

^4&	 Price equals marginal cost.

^5&	 There isn’t any advertising.	 	

20. When there are deficits in the trade balance and service account balance of the Balance of Payments, how would 

that situation affect the domestic output and domestic savings ?

	

			

Domestic Product in relation to domestic 
expenditure

Domestic Savings in relation to gross 
investments

^1& Is relatively smaller  Is relatively larger

^2& Is relatively smaller  Is relatively smaller

^3& Is relatively larger Is relatively smaller

^4& Is relatively larger Is relatively larger

^5& Is relatively smaller  Remains unchanged

21. The adjustment that must be made to obtain Gross National Product at market price from Net Domestic Income is,

	 ^1&		+  net indirect taxes  +  capital depreciation  +  Net exports

	 ^2&		–  net indirect taxes  +  net exports  +  Net Foreign Factor Income	

	 ^3&		–  Capital depreciation  –  Net indirect taxes  +  Net exports

	 ^4&		+  Net indirect taxes  +  Capital depreciation  +  Net Foreign Factor Income

	 ^5&		–  Capital depreciation  +  Net exports  +  Net Foreign Factor Income

22. The “value added” included in the accounts of the product approach is the sum of,

	 ^1&		Agricultural, industrial and services sector output values.				

	 ^2&		Payments for the factors and capital depreciation.				

	 ^3&		Net exports and payments for the factors	

	 ^4&		Payments for the factors and input cost		

	 ^5&		Factor incomes, capital depreciation and net exports	

23. Which of the following is correct in expressing the impacts on the Gross Domestic Product and Personal Income 

when the government of a nation increases the current transfer expenses ?

 

			

 Gross Domestic Product Personal Income	

^1& Increases Increases

^2& Increases Decreases

^3& No impact Increases

^4& No impact Decreases

^5& Decreases Increases

- 5 -
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 24. The following is the consumption function of an economy that has government activities.

	

					 	

Consumption (C)

Disposable income (Yd)

C
0

0

100

125

C
1

 Which of the following is the reason for this parallel shift of the consumption function from C
0
 to C

1
 ?

	 ^1&		Elimination of autonomous taxes by the government.

	 ^2&		Increase in marginal propensity to consume

	 ^3&		Elimination of subsidies given to households by the government.	

	 ^4&		Increase in marginal propensity to save.

	 ^5&		Increase in import expenditure of the economy.		

25. The constituent that is included into the private investment spending is,

	 ^1&		Construction of a new house.		

	 ^2&		Purchasing an automobile for private use.	

	 ^3&		Purchasing of shares of a company.	

	 ^4&		Purchasing of household appliances

	 ^5&		Expenses incurred by parents on the education of their children

26. The following are the variables for a closed economy with government.

 Savings function  S  =  -1000+0.2Yd 

 Investments  I  =  Rs.75 million

 Taxes  T  = Rs.100 million  

 Government purchases G  =  Rs.200 million

 Which of the following is correct in expressing the values of equilibrium level of national income and personal 

consumption expenditure at the equilibrium ?

			

equilibrium level of national income (Rs.million)
personal consumption expenditure at the 

equilibrium (Rs.million)

^1& 3 600     4 525 

^2& 3 800 4 600

^3& 4 600   1 300 

^4& 4 800 3 600

^5& 4 800 4 525

27. Liquidity preference is,

^1&	 The ability to convert assets to a medium exchange at a lowest cost and time.

^2&	 The inverse relationship between interest rates and money.		

^3&	 Change in demand for money without having any change in interest rates.			

^4&	 The willingness of general public to hold money as money itself.	

^5&	 Converting personal assets to money for the motive of transactions.
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 28. The situation that contracts the money supply of the nation is,

			

Statutory reserve ratio Bank interest rates The central bank bonds to/ from commercial banks

^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

Increase 
Decrease 
Increase
Decrease
Increase

Decrease
Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Sells
Sells

Purchases
Purchases

Sells

29. Which of the following is the salient characteristic of near money ?

	 ^1&		Acting as a medium of exchange.	

	 ^2&		Acting as the store of value.

	 ^3&		Acting as a unit of account.		

	 ^4&		Acting as a method of making deferred payments.

	 ^5&		Having perfect liquidity.

30. The purchase of government treasury bills from commercial banks affects in the baking system,

^1&	 To contract money supply.		

^2&	 To decrease in the credit supplying capacity.

^3&	 To increase in credit creation ability.					

^4&	 To have a drop in the liquidity.		

^5&	 To increase the ratio of deposits and reserves.

31. A person has deposited Rs.1000 in a bank. The bank keeps Rs.250 as the reserve out of which Rs.50 was in 

excess. If the baking system lends its entire excess reserve, the values of the deposit multiplier and total amount 

of loans created by the banking system respectively are,

	 ^1&	 4 and Rs.200	 	 	 ^2&	 4 and Rs.4000		 	 ^3&	 5 and Rs.800		

	 ^4&	 5 and Rs.5000		 	 	 ^5&	 5 and Rs.4000

32. If money supply equals Rs.120 million and velocity equals 10, the doubling of the money supply of this economy 

would affect the Gross Domestic Product at market price to,

	 ^1&	 Increase by 50%.		 	 ^2&	 Decrease by 50%.			 ^3&	 Increase by 100%.	

	 ^4&	 Decrease by 100%.		 	 ^5&	 Increase by 200%.	

33. The market may fail regarding the provision of public goods, because,

	 ^1&		They can be consumed collectively.

	 ^2&		They are provided by the government.

	 ^3&		They have a zero opportunity cost of consumption.

	 ^4&		For them, a price cannot be charged.

	 ^5&		They don’t have any rivalry in consumption.

34. The socially desirable optimum level of output equals the market determined output level, after adjusting the 

externalities of an economic activity to its private cost and private benefits, when 

	 ^1&		External cost of production equals external cost of consumption.	

	 ^2&		External benefit of production equals external benefit of consumption.

	 ^3&		External cost of production exceeds external benefit of consumption.

	 ^4&		External benefit of production equals external cost of consumption.

	 ^5&		External benefit of production exceeds external cost of consumption
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 35. The largest component of current expenditure of the Sri Lankan government at present is,

	 ^1&		Expenditure incurred on goods and services.	 ^2&		Expenditure incurred on wages and salaries.		

	 ^3&		Expenditure incurred on current transfers.		 ^4&		Expenditure incurred on interest payments.	

	 ^5&		Expenditure incurred on defense services.

36. The following are some of the statistics related to the budget of a government. (Rs.million)

 Tax revenue  400 Non-tax revenue  100

 Foreign aid  50 Current expenditure  700

 Capital expenditure 150 Interest payments   50

 As per the above information, this economy’s

			

Current account balance Overall balance Primary account balance

^1&

^2&

^3&

^4&

^5&

-150
-150 
-200
-200
-300

-150
-300
-225
-300
-225

-300 
-150
-300 
-250
-250

37. The following are the labour requirements for a unit of output for two products in country A and country B. 

Product A B

A bicycle 8 10

A watch 4 12

 Which of the following is the most accurate statement ?

	 ^1&		Both countries can gain benefits according to the theory of absolute advantage.

	 ^2&		Any foreign trade cannot takes place in between the two countries.	

	 ^3&		Country A can experience the gains from specialization of bicycles.

	 ^4&		Country B can experience the gains from specialization of watches.

	 ^5&		It is relatively beneficial if country B exports bicycles and imports watches.

38. Which of the following is correct in showing the industrial exports and intermediate goods importation in the 

year 2014 ? 

	

			

Industrial exports (%) Intermediate goods imports (%)

^1& 72.4    57.8    

^2& 73.6    52.6  

^3& 74.2 58.7

^4& 78.4 53.8

^5& 75.6  54.6

39. Which of the following is the most correct statement?

	 ^1&		Commodity terms of trade is the most efficient indicator in measuring the import capacity.

	 ^2&		Terms of trade deteriorates whenever there is a rise in the import prices.

	 ^3&		Trade balance improves whenever there is an improvement in the terms of trade.

	 ^4&		Real national income declines when the terms of trade deteriorates.

	 ^5&		Terms of trade improves whenever there is a fall in the prices of exports and imports.

                                                                                            - 8 -
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 40. Which of the following is correct?

	 ^1&		Increase in monetary gold is a debit note on the Balance of Payments.

	 ^2&		Receipt of payments of life insurance claims by the domestic residents from a foreign insurance company is 

a debit note on the services account.

	 ^3&		Receipt of a railway set by Sri Lanka from the Chinese government is a debit note on the trade account.

	 ^4&		Curtailing of a long term loan to the Sri Lankan government by the World Bank is a credit note on the capital 

account.

	 ^5&		Rental income received by the government from a foreign company is a debit note on the primary income 

account.

41. The most correct reason for the decrease in real effective exchange rate more than the decrease in the nominal 

effective exchange rate is the trading partners’,

	 ^1&		Currency’s domestic value has increased.	

	 ^2&		Currency’s domestic value has decreased.	

	 ^3&		Inflation rate has fallen below the inflation rate of the domestic economy.

	 ^4&		Inflation rate has exceeded the inflation rate of the domestic economy.	

	 ^5&		Economic growth rate is greater than the economic growth rate of the domestic economy.

42. Choose the reason and the effect of the decrease in the real exchange rate for US $ from 0.1.

			

Reason Effect

^1& Increase in nominal exchange rate while other factors remain constant. Exports would be discouraged.

^2& Increase in domestic price level while other factors remain constant. Exports would be discouraged.

^3& Decrease in domestic price level while other factors remain constant. Exports would be encouraged.

^4& Decrease in foreign price level while other factors remain constant. Exports would be encouraged.

^5& Decrease in foreign price level compared to the domestic price level. Exports would be discouraged.

43. You have been provided with the following information of a certain economy.

 GDP at current price for year 2014 =  Rs.5 250 million

 GDP deflator for year 2014 =  125

 Real GDP for year 2013 =  Rs.4 000 million

 The economic growth rate for year 2014 of this economy is,

	 ^1&		5%		 ^2&		8%	 ^3&	 12%	 ^4&		25%		 ^5&	  32%

44. Increase in the real income in a way the incomes of lowest income earning groups grow faster than the incomes 

of high income earning groups is,

	 ^1&		Sustainable development	

	 ^2&		Inclusive growth	

	 ^3&		Human development	

	 ^4&		Pro-poor growth	

	 ^5&		Sustainable economic growth

45. It is mostly conveyed that because of an increase in the labour force participation ratio of a country during a 

given period of time,

	 ^1&		The population of that country has increased.

	 ^2&		The working age population of that country has increased.	

	 ^3&		The number of people fallen to labour force out of the working age population, has increased.

	 ^4&		The unemployment rate of the country has increased.

	 ^5&		The employed population as a percentage of labour force has increased.
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 46. As per the Human Development Report-2015, among 188 countries, which of the following countries have 

respectively been rated as the countries with the highest and lowest human development ?	

	 ^1&		Norway and Chad 

	 ^2&		Norway and Niger	

	 ^3&		Australia and Niger

	 ^4&		Switzerland and Central Africa

	 ^5&		Austria and Chad	

47. Which of the following contains the composite indices only in measuring the development of a nation ?

	 ^1&		Human development index, Per capita income		

	 ^2&		GDP at Purchasing power parity, Physical Quality Life Index	

	 ^3&		Poverty head count ratio, real national income

	 ^4&		Human development index, physical quality life index	

	 ^5&		Poverty head count ratio, human development index

48. As per the Official Poverty Line published for year 2012/2013 the per capita personal consumption expenditure 

per month is Rupees,

				^1&		3 624	 			 ^2&		3 750	 ^3&		4 000	 ^4&		4 500	 	 	^5&		5 200

49. The further shift of the Lorenz curve to the right causes, 

	 ^1&		A decrease in income disparity		

^2&		Increase in the Gini coefficient			

^3&		Decrease in the Gini coefficient

^4&		Increase in the percentage of income to the lower income earning households			

^5&		Decrease in the percentage of income to the higher income earning households	

50. The number of Sustainable Development Goals and the number of targets published by UN in the year 2015 

respectively are,

	 ^1&		7 and 69			 ^2&		8 and 48				 ^3&		8 and 18			 ^4&		17 and 69				 ^5&		17 and 169

***
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Economics II

G.C.E. (A.L.) Support Seminar- 2016  

Three hours

Instructions (

∗  Answer five questions only, selecting minimum of two questions from sub-section ''A'' and two 

     questions from sub-section ''B''.

Sub section ''A''

1. ^⁄& Describe the two methods used in economics to classify natural resources using examples.   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Explain the difference between “economic decline” and “economic recessions” applying the production 

possibilities frontier model.   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& Name the main criteria used to classify economic systems and show how economic systems are classified 

under those criteria.   (04 marks)

 ^⁄¤& Explain which type of roles played by “price” in a market economy ? (04 marks)

 ^¤&  Explain what is meant by a societal market economic system by giving examples.  (04 marks)

2. ^⁄& What are the factors required for an effective demand ? (03 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& “When other factors remain constant, the quantity supplied of a product is a positive function of the product’s 

own price”.

  ^a&  Here, what is meant by “other factors” ? (02 marks)

^b&  Why does quantity supplied become a positive function of the price ?  (02 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& List down the methods of government interventions to a market when the market determined price is unfair 

for the producers and examine the economic effects of one of such methods.  (03 marks)

 ^⁄¤& The equilibrium price of a certain product was Rs.50 and the equilibrium quantity was 800 units. At the 

equilibrium, the value of consumer surplus was Rs.32000 and the value of producer surplus was Rs.16000.

  ^a&  Outline the market demand and supply curves for this product.   (02 marks)

^b&   The government imposed a unit tax of Rs.12 on this product. Enumerate the following.

^i&   Enumerate the values of consumer surplus and producer surplus after the tax.  (02 marks)

^ii& Calculate the government tax revenue (02 marks)

^iii& Measure the excess tax burden.  (02 marks)

3. ^⁄& Distinguish between the short run and long run of a process of production. (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Explain the difference between accounting profit and economic profit by giving examples.  (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& Identify two similarities and two differences between perfect competition and monopolistic competition.  

   (04 marks)

 ^⁄¤& What do you mean by “having barriers for entry” ? Discuss.  (04 marks)
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  ^¤& The following are short run cost and revenue curves faced by a perfectly competitive firm.

   

revenue$ Cost 

Output  

20

100 200 300  400 500
  0

40

60

80
MC

ATC
AVC

^a&  What should be the average revenue per unit for the firm to make super normal profit ?  (01 mark)

^b&  What is the total fixed cost of the firm ?  (02 marks)

^c&  In a situation where the market price tends to decrease, at which level of price, the business firm must 

decides to shut down its' operations ? (01 mark)

4. ^⁄& The following are some summarized national accounting statistics for a hypothetical economy.

 Gross Domestic Product at market price 6 000 Net indirect taxes 100

 Capital deprecation 600 Net exports  -400

 Net Foreign Factor Income  -200 Net foreign current transfers  300

 Total consumption expenditure 3 000

 Enumerate the values of the following.

^a&  Net Domestic Income  (02 marks)

^b& Gross Domestic Expenditure  (02 marks)

^c&  Gross Investments  (02 marks)

^d&  National Savings  (02 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& What are the limitations of national accounting ?  (03 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& Identify the real flows and financial flows of the model of circular flow of income. What is the most significant 

conclusion that can be reached by them ?   (04 marks)

 ^⁄¤& Are all government expenses included in the gross domestic expenditure estimates of an economy ? 

Explain.   (02 marks)

 ^¤& Explain the concepts of “potential output” and “output gap”. (03 marks)

5. ^⁄& What are the factors that determine the personal consumption expenditure other than the disposable 

income ?  (02 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Which conditions ought to be satisfied for the equilibrium level of national income in an open economy ? 

Identify the leakages of an open economy and explain why they are called leakages. (04 marks)

^⁄⁄⁄& The following information outlines a closed economy that has a government sector.

 Savings function (s)  =    -1000 + 0.2 Yd           Investment (I)    =   200 million

  Government expenditure (G) =    80 million Taxes (T)            =   100 million

 - 2 -
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^a&   Derive the consumption function and enumerate the consumption expenditure at the income level of 

Rs.5000 million.   (02 marks)

^b&  What is the equilibrium level of national income ?  (02 marks)

^c&  What are the values of Average Propensity to Consume (APC) and Average Propensity to Save (APS) 

at the equilibrium ?  (02 marks)

^d&  Enumerate the value of the aggregate expenditure multiplier. What will be the equilibrium level of 

national income if the government spending increases by Rs.100 million ?  (04 marks)

 ^⁄¤& Explain with income-expenditure graph the determination of the equilibrium level of national income at 

an output level situated to the left of the production possibilities frontier. (04 marks)

Sub section ''B''

6. ^⁄& Define money, money substitutes, near money and black money.  (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Examine the reasons for the demand curve for money to take a downward slope from the left to the 

right?  (02 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& The following information of a hypothetical economy has been provided to you. Answer the questions 

using the information given.

           Rs.million

 Currency held by general public 500

 Currency held by commercial banks 300

 Deposits held by commercial banks in the Central Bank 200

 Time and savings deposits held by general public in commercial banks 600

 Total Non-Residential Foreign Currency Account deposits 400

 Residential Foreign Currency Account deposits 500

 Total demand deposits held by general public in commercial banks  1 700

^a& Enumerate the values of narrow money supply (M1), broad money supply (M2) and consolidated 

broad money supply (M2b).  (03 marks)

^b& Calculate the value of the money multiplier on M2 money supply.   (02 marks)

 ^⁄¤& What are the factors that limit the creation of money ? (02 marks)

^¤& ^a&  What is the price index used since year 2015 instead of the Wholesale Price Index ? 

  Explain its significance.   (03 marks)

 ^b& Compare National Consumer Price Index and Colombo Consumer Price Index.  (04 marks)

7. ^⁄& What is meant by market failure? What factors affect it ?  (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Under what circumstances, that there would be an over-production in a market ? 

  Explain your answer with a graphical illustration (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& Distinguish between statutory tax incidence and economic tax incidence  (04 marks)

 ^⁄¤& How do you explain the decline in the revenue of the government of Sri Lanka ?   (04 marks)

 ^¤& Explain the following concepts.

^a& Current account balance  (01 mark)

^b& Primary account balance  (01 mark)

^c& Net cash deficit  (01 mark)

^d& Supplementary estimates  (01 mark)
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8. ^⁄& Which factors determine the comparative advantage in international trade ?   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& Do you accept that the export trade of Sri Lanka is based on the European market while the import trade 

is based on the Asian market ? Prove your answer.   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& The following are the summary statistics of balance of payments transactions of a hypothetical economy.

(All figures are in Rupees millions)   

   Debit Credit

  Goods 1 800 1 200

  Insurance 20 30

  Travel  10 60

  Interests and profits 25 5

  Transports 120  140

  Employee remittances   80  300

  Financial services 15 25

  Capital transfers 10 90

  Monetary gold 15 25

  Employee compensation 12 7

  Calculate the values of the following by using the information given above.

^a&  Trade balance  (01 mark)

^b&  Service account balance  (01 mark)

^c&  Primary income account balance  (01 mark)

^d&  Secondary income account balance  (01 mark)

 ^⁄¤& What is meant by the managed floating foreign exchange rate regime ? (04 marks)

 ^¤& What must be the due role of the World Trade Organization in the face of protectionism ?  (04 marks)

9. ^⁄& What are the required conditions that must be satisfied by an economy that expects a higher economic 

growth rate ? (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& What are the benefits and costs of economic growth ?   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& “Development cannot be reached only with the attainment of economic growth”. Discuss. (04 marks) 

 ^⁄¤& Examine the trends and the consequences of demographic transition in Sri Lanka.  (04 marks)

 ^¤& What can you say about the poverty level and income disparity situations of Sri Lanka ?  (04 marks)

10.  ^⁄& What are the objectives and challenges of the tourism industry in Sri Lanka ? (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄& What do you identify as the barriers in promoting and attracting foreign investments in to Sri Lanka ?

   (04 marks)

 ^⁄⁄⁄& List down the prime sources that contributed to the recent economic growth of Sri Lanka.  (04 marks)         

 ^⁄¤& What are the arguments that point out the openness of the Sri Lankan economy has decreased ? (04 marks)

 ^¤& Conduct a discussion on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). (04 marks)

***   
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